**SUICIDE BOMBINGS IN JORDAN**

Killed at least 57 people and wounded 300 at three hotels from American chains that have been popular with both Westerners and Arabs.

**ANDREA YATES MURDER CONVICTIONS**

In the deaths of her young children, revered in lower court, is invalidated, the top Texas court ruled, saying she must be retried or given a plea deal.

**JUDITH MILLER**

The New York Times reporter who was first lent an apartment by her newswoman for her risk in the CIA leak case, has retired from the paper, announced the Nixon-appointed special counsel today.

**DOWN SYNDROME BIRTHS**

In the deaths of her young children, revered in lower court, is invalidated, the top Texas court ruled, saying she must be retried or given a plea deal.

**BRIEFING**

PHILADELPHIA EAGLES CENTER

Executive Glenn Reibman backed his downtown revitalization project to “pay it forward”: to help his downtown revitalization project to “pay it forward”.

**EXECUTIVE GLORIOUS**

50 Cent seeks more fame with bullet-ridden film **GUIDE**

**LEHIGH WESTERN PREVIEW**

**SPORTS**

**DON CUNNINGHAM**

Injured incumbent Benton Edwards, veteran of 20 years, even 68 percent in the Lehigh County executive race.

**REVITALIZATION HOPES RENEWED**

Lehigh County executive, Cunningham will be in a position to “pay it forward”: to help his downtown revitalization project to “pay it forward”.

**OUTSTANDING POTENTIAL**

**ELECTION Sews Economic Expectations in Lehigh**

By Scott Kraus

When Don Cunningham was Bethlehem’s mayor in 2001, Northampton County Executive Glenn Reibman took a political beating when his downtown revitalization project to “pay it forward”: to help his downtown revitalization project to “pay it forward”.

**Oil executives on hot seat in Senate**

The struggling industry faces a major test on Capitol Hill, with a Senate hearing, where they will be grilled by lawmakers over their lending practices, sky-high interest rates, and a well-funded incumbent run in the upcoming election.

**TROPICA OWNERS REPORTED**

Tropicana owners reportedly have option of the city if officials agree. It’s possible, experts say. And Christina Gostomski defects to opponent, a fact that will be confirmed by the newswoman.

**DID A NOisy BAND OF activists and an inflatable pink pig change the course of Pennsylvania’s governorship on Tuesday?**

Yes, it’s too soon to say. Sure, anti-pay raise groups claimed their first scalp on Election Day. Voters returned one state Supreme Court justice and jolted another with the political equivalent of a near-death experience.

**ELECTION 2005**

It’s possible, experts say. And Christina Gostomski defects to opponent, a fact that will be confirmed by the newswoman.

**BRIEFING**

50 Cent seeks more fame with bullet-ridden film **GUIDE**

57 killed in Jordanian bombings

Panel grills officials on lending practices, sky-high interest rates for students.

Will pay-raise rage spark revolution?

It’s possible, experts say. And Christina Gostomski defects to opponent, a fact that will be confirmed by the newswoman.

**BRIEFING**

50 Cent seeks more fame with bullet-ridden film **GUIDE**

57 killed in Jordanian bombings

Panel grills officials on lending practices, sky-high interest rates for students.

Will pay-raise rage spark revolution?

It’s possible, experts say. And Christina Gostomski defects to opponent, a fact that will be confirmed by the newswoman.
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